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Abstract—Machine learning (ML) has attracted a great re-
search interest for the problems in the physical layer of wireless
communications, such as channel estimation, thanks to its low
computational complexity and robustness against imperfect chan-
nel data. Channel estimation via ML requires model training on
a dataset, which usually includes the received pilot signals as
input and channel data as output. In previous works, model
training is mostly done in a centralized manner, where the whole
training dataset is collected from the users at the base station
(BS). This approach introduces huge transmission overhead for
data collection from the users. In this paper, to address this
challenge, we propose a federated learning (FL) framework for
channel estimation. We design a convolutional neural network
(CNN) trained on the local datasets of the users without sending
them to the BS. We develop FL-based channel estimation schemes
for both conventional and IRS (intelligent reflecting surface)
assisted massive MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) systems,
where a single CNN is trained for two different datasets for
both scenarios. Even if the IRS-assisted massive MIMO includes
two different channels, namely the direct and cascaded chan-
nels, their estimation is performed with a single CNN, without
using multiple CNNs for each task. Via numerical simulations,
we evaluate the performance for noisy and quantized model
transmission and show that the proposed approach provides
approximately 16 times lower transmission overhead than the
centralized learning (CL) schemes, while maintaining satisfactory
channel estimation performance close to CL. Furthermore, the
proposed CNN architecture exhibits lower estimation error than
the state-of-the-art ML-based channel estimation schemes.
Index Terms—Channel estimation, Federated learning, Ma-
chine learning, Centralized learning, Massive MIMO.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compared to the cellular communication systems in lower
frequency bands, millimeter wave (mm-Wave) signals, with
the frequency range 30-300 GHz, encounter a more com-
plex propagation environment that is characterized by higher
scattering, severe penetration losses, and higher path loss for
fixed transmitter and receiver gains [1–3]. These losses are
compensated by providing beamforming power gain through
massive number of antennas at both transmitter and re-
ceiver with multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) architec-
ture. However, such a large antenna array requires a dedicated
radio-frequency (RF) chain for each antenna, resulting in an
expensive system architecture and high power consumption.
In order to address this issue and reduce the number of
digital RF components, hybrid analog and baseband beam-
forming architectures have been introduced, wherein a small
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number of phase-only analog beamformers are employed.
These architectures involve large number of analog phase
shifters connected to each of the antenna elements, and small
number of digital beamformers, each of which is dedicated
to a single RF chain [4–6]. As a result, the combination
of high-dimensional analog and low-dimensional baseband
beamformers significantly reduces the number of RF chains
while maintaining sufficient beamforming gain [6].
Even with the reduced number of RF chains, the hybrid
beamforming architecture combined with mm-Wave transmis-
sion comes with the expensive cost of energy consumption
and hardware complexity [7]. In addition, deployment of large
antenna arrays accompanying hardware components usually
requires high implementation cost. In order to address these
issues and provide a more green and suitable solution to en-
hance the wireless network performance, intelligent reflective
surfaces (IRSs) (also known as reconfigurable intelligent sur-
faces) are envisaged as a promising solution with low cost and
complexity [7, 8]. An IRS is an electromagnetic 2-D surface
that is composed of large number of passive reconfigurable
meta-material elements, which reflect the incoming signal by
introducing a pre-determined phase shift. This phase shift can
be controlled via external signals by the base station (BS)
through a backhaul control link. As a result, the incoming
signal from the BS can be manipulated in real-time, thereby,
reflecting the received signal towards the users. Hence, the
usage of IRS improves the received signal energy at the distant
users as well as expanding the coverage of the BS [9].
In both conventional and IRS-assisted massive MIMO sce-
narios, the performance of the system architecture strongly
relies on the accuracy of the instantaneous channel state
information (CSI), given the highly dynamic nature of the
mm-Wave channel [10]. Thus, the channel estimation accuracy
plays an important role in the design of the analog and digital
beamformers in conventional massive MIMO [11–14], and
the design of reflecting beamformer phase shifts of the IRS
elements in the IRS-assisted scenario [8, 15, 16]. Furthermore,
IRS-assisted massive MIMO involves signal reception through
multiple channels (e.g., BS-IRS, IRS-user and BS-user), which
makes the channel estimation task more challenging and
interesting. As a result, several channel estimation schemes
are proposed for massive MIMO and IRS-assisted scenario,
based on compressed sensing [5, 15, 17, 18], angle-domain
processing [19] and coordinated pilot-assignment [20]. The
performance of these analytical approaches strongly depends
on the perfection of the antenna array output so that reli-
able channel estimation accuracy can be obtained. In order
to provide robustness against the imperfections/corruptions
in the array data, data-driven techniques, such as machine
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Fig. 1. Model training and testing stages for (a) CL and (b) FL.
learning (ML) based approaches, have been proposed to un-
cover the non-linear relationships in data/signals with lower
computational complexity and achieve better performance for
parameter inference and be tolerant against the imperfections
in the data. In massive MIMO and IRS-assisted systems, ML
has been proven to have higher spectral efficiency and lower
computational complexity for the problems such as channel
estimation [21–23], hybrid beamforming [24–26] and angle-
of-arrival (AoA) estimation [27, 28].
In ML context, channel estimation problem is solved by
training a model, e.g., a neural network (NN), on the local
datasets collected by the users [21–23]. The trained model
provides a non-linear mapping between the input data, which
can be usually selected as the received pilot signals, and the
output data, i.e., the channel data. Previous works mostly
consider centralized learning (CL) schemes where the whole
dataset, i.e., input-output data pairs, is transmitted to the BS
for model training, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. Once the model
is trained at the BS, then the model parameters are sent to the
users, which can perform channel estimation task by feeding
the model with the received pilot data. However, this approach
involves huge transmission overhead, i.e., transmitting the
whole dataset from users to the BS. For example, in LTE (long
term evolution), a single frame of 5 MHz bandwidth and 10 ms
duration can carry only 6000 complex symbols [29], whereas
the size of the whole dataset can be on the order hundreds
of thousands symbols [21, 22, 25, 26]. As a result, CL-based
techniques demand huge bandwidth requirements.
In order to deal with high transmission overhead of CL
schemes, recently federated learning (FL) schemes have been
proposed [30, 31]. In FL, instead of sending the whole
dataset, only the model updates, i.e., gradients of the model
parameters, are transmitted, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. As a
result, the transmission overhead is reduced. In the literature,
FL has been considered for wireless sensor networks [32],
UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) networks [33] and vehicular
networks [31, 34], which accommodate multiple edge devices
exchanging model updates with the parameter server to train a
global model. In [32], client scheduling and power allocation
problems are investigated for FL framework, where the model
updates are transmitted between the clients and the parameter
server, thereby, the transmission overhead is reduced. In [33],
FL has been considered for the trajectory planning of the
UAVs and the collected data by each UAV are processed for
gradient computation and a global NN at the “leading” UAV
is trained. As a result, the lower transmission overhead is
achieved by sending only the gradient information between
the client UAVs and the “leading” UAV, where the model
is trained. In [34], task fetching and offloading in FL for
vehicular networks is studied and a review of FL for vehicular
networks is presented in [31]. In [29] and [35], Amiri et
al. consider a realistic channel model for FL-based image
classification, and the model updates are transmitted through
fading channels [29] and noisy channels [35]. Furthermore,
massive MIMO hybrid beamforming design is done in [36]
via FL-based model training. In the aforementioned works, FL
has been mostly used for image classification/object detection
problems in different networking schemes by the assumption
that the perfect CSI is available. Motivated by the fact that
the acquisition of CSI is very critical in massive MIMO
systems and FL has not been considered directly for the
channel estimation problem, in this work, we leverage FL
for the channel estimation problem, which has been studied
previously in the context of CL-based training [21–23, 37].
Compared to CL, FL can provide a reliable model training
scheme, thus, reducing the transmission overhead significantly,
while maintaining satisfactory channel estimation performance
close CL. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
for the use of FL in channel estimation.
In this paper, we propose an FL-based model training
approach for channel estimation problem in both conventional
and IRS-assisted massive MIMO systems. We design a convo-
lutional neural network (CNN), which is located at the BS and
trained on the local datasets. The proposed approach has three
stages, namely, data collection, training and prediction. In the
first stage, each user collects its training dataset, where the
input, i.e., received pilot signals, and the output, i.e., channel
matrix, are obtained and stored for model training, which is
not explicitly discussed in the previous ML-based works [21–
23, 38]. In the second stage, each user uses its own local
dataset, and computes the model updates and sends them to the
BS, where the model updates are aggregated to train a global
3model. Once the training is completed, in the third stage,
instead of using an analytical channel estimation approach,
each user can estimate its own channel by simply feeding the
received pilot data into the trained model, which reduces the
computation time as well as increasing the robustness against
data corruptions.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
1) We propose an FL-based channel estimation approach
for both conventional and IRS-assisted massive MIMO
systems. Different from the conventional centralized
model learning techniques, the proposed FL framework
provides decentralized learning, which significantly re-
duces the transmission overhead compared to the CL-
based techniques while maintaining satisfactory channel
estimation performance close to CL.
2) In order to estimate both direct (BS-user) and cascaded
(BS-IRS-user) channels in IRS-assisted scenario, input
and output data are combined together for each com-
munication link, hence a single CNN architecture is
designed, instead of using different NNs for each task.
3) We address the training data collection problem, which
is not explicitly discussed in the previous ML-based
work, and introduce a data collection scheme, where
the input and the output data are collected and stored
at each transmission block.
4) We demonstrate the superior performance of FL-based
training in terms of transmission overhead and channel
estimation accuracy over CL via extensive numerical
simulations for different number of users while consid-
ering the quantization and corruption of the gradient and
model data as well as the loss of a portion of the model
data during transmission.
Throughout the paper, the identity matrix of size N ×N is
denoted by IN . (·)T and (·)H denote transpose and conjugate
transpose operations, respectively. For a matrix A and a vector
a, [A]i,j and [a]i denote the (i, j)th element of matrix A
and the ith element of vector a, respectively. The function
E{·} provides the statistical expectation of its argument and
∠{·} measures the angle of complex quantity. ‖A‖F and
‖a‖2 denote the Frobenius and l2-norm, respectively. ⊗ is
the Hadamard element-wise multiplication and ∇a represents
the gradient with respect to a. A convolutional layer with N
D ×D 2-D kernel is represented by N@ D ×D.
The remaining of the paper is as follows. Sec. II intro-
duces the massive MIMO signal model. Sec. III presents the
proposed FL framework for channel estimation in massive
MIMO and IRS-assisted scenario. In Sec. IV, we discuss
transmission overhead and computational complexity. The
numerical simulation results are presented in Sec. V. Finally,
Sec. VI summarizes the paper with concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a multi-user MIMO-OFDM (orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing) system with M subcar-
riers, where the BS has NBS antennas to communi-
cate with K users, each of which has NMS anten-
nas. In the downlink, the BS first precodes K data
symbols s[m] = [s1[m], s2[m], . . . , sK [m]]T ∈ CK at
each subcarrier (m ∈ M = {1, . . . ,M}) by applying
the subcarrier-dependent baseband precoders FBB[m] =
[fBB1 [m], fBB2 [m], . . . , fBBK [m]] ∈ CK×K . Then, the sig-
nal is transformed to the time-domain via M -point inverse
discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). After adding cyclic prefix
(CP), the BS employs subcarrier-independent analog precoder
FRF ∈ CNBS×K to form the transmitted signal. Given
that FRF consists of analog phase shifters, we assume that
the RF precoder has constant unit-modulus constraints, i.e.,
|[FRF]i,j |2 = 1. Additionally, we have the power constraint∑M
m=1 ‖FRFFBB[m]‖2F = MK that is enforced by the nor-
malization of the baseband precoder {FBB[m]}m∈M. Thus,
the transmitted signal becomes
x[m] = FRF
K∑
k=1
fBBk [m]sk[m]. (1)
A. Channel Model
Before reception at the users, the transmitted signal is
passed through the mm-Wave channel, which can be repre-
sented by a geometric model with limited scattering [11]. Let
us define Hk[m] as the NMS×NBS mm-Wave channel matrix
between the BS and the kth user. Then, Hk[m] includes the
contributions of L paths, each of which has the time delay
τk,l with relative AoA φ¯k,l ∈ Θ (Θ = [−pi2 , pi2 ]), angle-of-
departure (AoD) φk,l ∈ Θ and the complex path gain αk,l
for the kth user and lth path. Let p(τ) denote a pulse shaping
function for Ts-spaced signaling evaluated at τ seconds. Then,
the mm-Wave delay-d MIMO channel matrix in time domain
is given by
H¯k[d] =
√
NBSNMS
L
L∑
l=1
αk,lp(dTs − τk,l)aMS(φ¯k,l)aHBS(φk,l),
(2)
where aMS( ¯φk,l) and aBS(φk,l) are the NMS×1 and NBS×1
steering vectors representing the array responses of the antenna
arrays at the users and the BS, respectively. Let λm = c0fm be
the wavelength for the subcarrier m at frequency fm. Since
the operating frequency is relatively higher than the bandwidth
in mm-Wave systems and the subcarrier frequencies are close
to each other (i.e., fm1 ≈ fm2 , m1,m2 ∈M), we use a single
operating wavelength λ = λ1 = · · · = λM = c0fc , where c0
is speed of light and fc is the central carrier frequency [11,
12]. This approximation also allows for a single frequency-
independent analog beamformer for each subcarrier. Then,
for a uniform linear array (ULA), the array response of the
antenna array at the BS is
aBS(φ) =
[
1, ej
2pi
λ dBS sin(φ), . . . , ej
2pi
λ (NBS−1)dBS sin(φ)
]T
,
(3)
where dBS = λ/2 is the antenna spacing. The nth element
of aMS(φ¯) can be defined in a similar way as for aBS(φ)
as
[
aMS(φ¯)
]
n
= ejpi(n−1) sin(φ¯), n = 1, . . . , NMS. After
4performing M -point DFT of the delay-d channel model in
, the channel matrix of the kth user at subcarrier m becomes
Hk[m] =
D−1∑
d=0
H¯k[d]e
−j 2pimM d, (4)
where D ≤ M is the CP length. The frequency do-
main channel in (4) is used in MIMO-OFDM systems,
where the orthogonality of each subcarrier is held such that
||HHk [m1]Hk[m2]||2F = 0 for m1,m2 ∈M and m1 6= m2.
With the aforementioned block-fading channel model [11],
the received signal at the kth user before analog processing at
subcarrier m is y˜k[m] =
√
ρHk[m]x[m], i.e.,
y˜k[m] =
√
ρHk[m]FRFFBB[m]s[m] + n[m], (5)
where ρ represents the average received power and n[m] ∼
CN (0, σ2INMS) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
vector. At the kth user, the received signal is first processed by
the analog combiner wRF,k ∈ CNMS . Then, the cyclic prefix
is removed from the processed signal and M -point DFTs are
applied to yield the signal in frequency domain. Then, the
received baseband signal becomes
y¯k[m] =
√
ρwHRF,kHk[m]FRFFBB[m]s[m] + w
H
RF,kn[m],
(6)
where the analog combiner wRF,k has the constraint[
wRF,kw
H
RF,k
]
i,i
= 1, similar to the RF precoder. Once the
received symbols, i.e., yk[m] are obtained at the kth user,
they are demodulated according to its respective modulation
scheme and the information bits are recovered for each sub-
carrier.
B. Problem Description
The aim in this work is to estimate the channel matrix
Hk[m] via FL, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. To this end, the global
NN for channel estimation (henceforth called ChannelNet)
located at the BS is trained on the local datasets of the users.
Let Dk denote the local dataset at the kth user, containing
the input-output pairs D(i)k = (X (i)k ,Y(i)k )1, i = 1, . . . ,Dk and
Dk = |Dk| is the size of the local dataset Dk. Here, X (i)k
represents the ith input data, i.e., the received pilot signals,
Y(i)k denotes the ith output/label data, i.e., the channel matrix,
for k ∈ K, K = {1, . . . ,K}. Thus, for an input-output
pair (X ,Y), ChannelNet constructs a non-linear relationship
between the input and the output data as f(X|θ) = Y , where
θ ∈ RP denotes the learnable parameters.
III. FEDERATED LEARNING FOR CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we present the proposed FL-based channel
estimation scheme, which is comprised of three stages: training
data collection, model training and prediction. First, we present
the training data collection stage, in which each user collects
its own training dataset from the received pilot signals. After
providing the FL-based model training scheme, we discuss
1The sizes of X (i)k and Y
(i)
k depend on the size of the channel matrix, and
they are explicitly given in Sec. III-C and Sec. III-D for conventional and
IRS-assisted massive MIMO scenario, respectively.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Training data collection, and (b) channel estimation with the trained
model.
how the input and output label data are determined for both
massive MIMO and IRS-assisted scenario, respectively. Once
the learning model is trained, then it can be used for channel
estimation in the prediction stage.
A. Training Data Collection
In Fig. 2, we present the communication interval at the
user for two consecutive data transmission blocks. At the
beginning of each transmission block, the received pilot signals
are acquired and processed for channel estimation. This can be
done by employing one of the analytical channel estimation
techniques, which can be based on compressed sensing [5,
17, 18], angle-domain processing [19] and coordinated pilot-
assignment [20]. The analytical approach is only used in
the training data collection stage, which is relatively smaller
than the prediction stage [37]. Hence, the use of ML/FL in
the prediction stage becomes more advantageous over the
analytical techniques in the long term.
It is also worth to mention that the training data can be
obtained via offline datasets which are prepared by collecting
the data from the field measurements. In [39], authors present
a channel estimation dataset, which is obtained by electro-
magnetic simulations tools. While this approach can also be
followed, the offline collected data may not always reflect the
channel characteristics and the imperfections in the mm-Wave
channel. In this work, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed approach on the datasets whose labels are selected
as both true and estimated channel data. For the estimated
5channel, we assume that the training data is collected, as
described in Fig. 2, by employing angle-domain channel esti-
mation (ADCE) technique [19], which has close to minimum
mean-square-error (MMSE) performance.
After channel estimation, the training data can be collected
by storing the received pilot data Gk[m] and the estimated
channel data Hˆk[m] in the internal memory of the user. (We
discuss how Gk[m] is determined in Sec. III-C.) Then, the
user feedbacks the estimated channel data to the BS via uplink
transmission. As a result, the local dataset Dk can be collected
at the kth user after i = 1, . . . ,Dk transmission blocks. This
approach allows us to collect training data for different channel
coherence times, which can be very short due to dynamic
nature of the mm-Wave channel, such as indoor and vehicular
communications [10].
The above process is the first stage of the proposed FL-
based channel estimation framework. Once the training data
is collected, the global model is trained (see, e.g., Fig. 1b).
After training, each user can estimate its own channel via the
trained NN by simply feeding the NN with Gk[m] and obtains
Hˆk[m], as illustrated in Fig. 2b.
B. FL-based Model Training
We begin by introducing the training concept in con-
ventional CL-based training, then develop FL-based model
training.
In CL-based model training for channel estimation [21–
23, 37, 38], the training of the global NN is performed by
collecting the local datasets {Dk}k∈K from the users, as
illustrated in Fig. 1a. Once the BS has collected the whole
dataset D, the training is performed by solving the following
problem
minimize
θ
F(θ) = 1
D
D∑
i=1
L(f(X (i)|θ),Y(i)), (7)
where D = |D| is the size of the training dataset and L(·) is
the loss function defined by the learning model as
L(f(X (i)|θ),Y(i)) = ‖f(X (i)|θ)− Y(i)‖2F , (8)
which is the MSE between the label data Y(i) and the predic-
tion of the NN, f(X (i)|θ) for i = 1, . . . ,D. The minimization
of the empirical loss F(θ) is achieved via gradient descent
(GD) by updating the model parameters θt at iteration t as
θt+1 = θt − ηtg(θt), (9)
where ηt is the learning rate and g(θt) = ∇θF(θt) =
1
D
∑D
i=1∇θL(f(X (i)|θt),Y(i))) denotes the full or batch gra-
dient vector in RP . However, for large datasets, the implemen-
tation of GD is computationally prohibitive. This motivates the
use of stochastic GD (SGD) techniques, where the dataset D
is partitioned into small portions, i.e., MB mini-batches as
D = ⋃m∈MB Dm, forMB = {1, . . . ,MB} [40]. Then, θt is
updated by
θt+1 = θt − ηtgMB (θt), (10)
where gMB (θt) =
1
MB
∑MB
m=1 gm(θt) includes the contribu-
tion of gradients computed over {Dm}m∈MB as
gm(θt) =
1
Dm
Dm∑
i=1
∇θL(f(X (i)m |θt),Y(i)m ), (11)
where Dm = |Dm| is the mini-batch size and gMB (θt)
satisfies E{gMB (θt)} = ∇θF(θt). Therefore, SDG allows
us to minimize the empirical loss by partitioning the dataset
into multiple portions. SGD is mainly used to accelerate the
learning process by partitioning the training dataset into mini-
batches, which is known as mini-batch learning [40].
During the parameter update for CL in (10), the computation
of the gradients is performed at the BS, which also requires the
collection of the whole dataset at the BS. On the other hand,
in FL, the training dataset D is partitioned into small portions,
i.e., {Dk}k∈K, however they are available at the users and not
transmitted to the BS. Hence, given initial model θt−1, the
kth user aims to solve the following local problem at iteration
t, i.e.,
minimize
θ
1
Dk
Dk∑
i=1
L(f(X (i)k |θt−1),Y(i)k ), (12)
by computing the local gradient gk(θt). Then, the kth user
sends the gradient gk(θt) to the BS, where the received
gradient data can be represented by
g˜k(θt) = gk(θt) + ek,t, (13)
where ek,t ∈ RP denotes the noise term added onto gk(θt)
at the tth iteration. Without loss of generality, we assume that
ek,t obeys normal distribution, i.e., ek,t ∼ N (0, σ2θIP ) with
variance σ2θ and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in gradient
transmission is given by SNRθ = 20 log10
||gk(θt)||22
σ2θ
. Once
the gradient data from all users are collected, the BS finally
incorporates {g˜k(θt)}k∈K to update θt as
θt+1 = θt − ηt 1
K
K∑
k=1
g˜k(θt), (14)
where g˜k(θt) = 1Dk
∑Dk
i=1∇θL(f(X (i)k |θt),Y(i)k )). After
model aggregation, the BS returns the updated model param-
eters θt+1 to the users, and the received model parameter at
the kth user can be written as
θ˜t+1 = θt+1 + ek,t+1, (15)
which will be used for the computation of the gradients in the
next iteration.
C. FL for Channel Estimation in Massive MIMO
Here, we discuss how the input and output of ChannelNet
are determined for massive MIMO scenario.
The input of ChannelNet is the set of received pilot
signals at the preamble stage. Consider the downlink received
signal model in (6) and assume that the BS activates only
a single RF chain, one at a time. Let fu[m] ∈ CNBS be the
resulting beamformer vector and pilot signals are su[m], where
u = 1, . . . ,MBS and m ∈ M. At the receiver side, each
6user activates the RF chain for MMS times and applies the
beamformer vector wv[m], v = 1, . . . ,MMS to process the
received pilots [21]. Hence, the total channel use in the channel
acquisition process is MBSdMMSNRF e. Therefore, the received
pilot signal at the kth user becomes
Yk[m] = W
H
[m]Hk[m]F[m]S[m] + N˜k[m], (16)
where F[m] = [f1[m], f2[m], . . . , fMBS [m]] and
W[m] = [w1[m],w2[m], . . . ,wMMS [m]] are NBS × MBS
and NMS × MMS beamformer matrices, respectively.
S[m] = diag{s1[m], . . . , sMBS [m]} denotes pilot signals and
N˜k[m] = W
H
Nk[m] is the effective noise matrix, where
Nk[m] ∼ N (0, σ2IMMS). Without loss of generality, we
assume that F[m] = F and W[m] = W and S[m] = IMBS
∀m ∈M. Then, the received signal (16) becomes
Yk[m] = W
H
Hk[m]F + N˜k[m]. (17)
Using Yk[m], we define the input of ChannelNet Gk[m] as
Gk[m] = TMSYk[m]TBS, (18)
where
TMS =
{
W, MMS < NMS
(WW
H
)−1W, MMS ≥ NMS,
(19)
and
TBS =
{
F
H
, MBS < NBS
F
H
(FF
H
)−1, MBS ≥ NBS.
(20)
Here, TBS and TMS clear the effect of unitary matrices F
and W in (17), respectively. Since ChannelNet accepts real-
valued data, we construct the final form of the input Xk as
three “channel” tensor. Thus, the first and second “channel”
of Xk are the real and imaginary parts of Gk[m], i.e.,
[Xk]1 = Re{Gk[m]} and [Xk]2 = Im{Gk[m]}, respectively.
Finally, the third “channel” is given by [Xk]3 = ∠{Gk[m]}.
We note here that the use of three “channel” input (e.g., real,
imaginary and angle information of Gk[m]) provides better
feature representation [23, 24, 41]. As a result, the size of the
input data is NMS ×NBS × 3.
The output of ChannelNet is given by a 2NBSNMS × 1
real-valued vector as
Yk =
[
vec{Re{Hk[m]}}T, vec{Im{Hk[m]}}T
]T
. (21)
As a result, ChannelNet maps the received pilot signals
Gk[m] to the channel matrix Hk[m].
D. FL for Channel Estimation in IRS-Assisted Massive MIMO
In this part, we examine the channel estimation problem
in IRS-assisted massive MIMO, which is shown in Fig. 3.
First, we present the received signal model including both
direct (BS-user) and cascaded (BS-IRS-user) channels. Then,
we show how input-output pairs of ChannelNet are obtained
for IRS-assisted scenario.
We consider the downlink channel estimation, where the
BS has NBS antennas to serve K single-antenna users with
Fig. 3. IRS-assisted mm-Wave massive MIMO scenario.
the assistance of IRS, which is composed of NIRS reflective
elements, as shown in Fig. 3. The incoming signal from the BS
is reflected from the IRS, where each IRS element introduces
a phase shift ϕn, for n = 1, . . . , NIRS. This phase shift can be
adjusted through the PIN (positive-intrinsic-negative) diodes,
which are controlled by the IRS-controller connected to the
BS over the backhaul link [42, 43]. As a result, IRS allows
the users receive the signal transmitted from the BS when they
are distant from the BS or there is a blockage among them.
Let SIRS ∈ CNBS×MBS , (NBS ≤ MBS) be the pilot signals
transmitted from the BS, then the received signal at the kth
user becomes
yk = (h
H
B,k +ψ
HVHk )SIRS + nk, (22)
where yk = [y1,k, . . . , yMBS,k] and nk = [n1,k, . . . , nMBS,k]
are 1 × MBS row vectors and hB,k ∈ CNBS represents the
channel for the communication link between the BS and the
kth user. ψ = [ψ1, . . . , ψNIRS ]
T ∈ CNIRS is the reflecting
beamformer vector, whose nth entry is ψn = anejϕn , where
an ∈ {0, 1} denotes the on/off stage of the nth element of
the IRS and ϕn ∈ [0, 2pi] is the phase shift introduced by the
IRS. In practice, the IRS elements cannot be perfectly turned
on/off, hence, they can be modeled as
an =
{
1− 1 ON
0 + 0 OFF
, (23)
for small 1, 0 ≥ 0, which represent the insertion loss of
the reflecting elements [23, 44]. In (22), Vk ∈ CNBS×NIRS
denotes the cascaded channel for the BS-IRS-user link and it
can be defined in terms of the channel between BS-IRS and
IRS-user as
Vk = HBΛk, (24)
where HB ∈ CNBS×NIRS is the channel between the BS and
the IRS and it can be defined similar to (2) as
HB =
√
NBSNIRS
LIRS
LIRS∑
l=1
αIRSl aBS(φ
BS
l )aIRS(φ
IRS
l )
H, (25)
where LIRS and αIRSl are the number of received paths
and the complex gain respectively. aBS(φBSl ) ∈ CNBS and
aIRS(φ
IRS
l ) ∈ CNIRS are the steering vectors corresponding to
7the BS and IRS with the AoA and AoD angles of φBSl , φ
IRS
l ,
respectively. In (24), Λk = diag{hS,k} and hS,k ∈ CNIRS
represents the channel between the IRS and the kth user. hS,k
and hB,k have similar structure and they can be defined as
follows
hB,k =
√
NBS
LB
LB∑
l=1
αBk,laBS(φ
B
k,l), (26)
hS,k =
√
NIRS
LS
LS∑
l=1
αSk,laIRS(φ
S
k,l), (27)
where LB, αBk,l and aBS(φ
B
k,l) (LS, α
S
k,l, aIRS(φ
B
k,l)) are the
number of paths, complex gain and the steering vector for the
BS-user (IRS-user) communication link, respectively.
In order to estimate the direct channel hB,k, we assume
that all the IRS elements are turned off, i.e., an = 0 for n =
1, . . . , NIRS. Then, the 1×MBS received signal at the kth user
becomes
yB,k = h
H
B,kSIRS + nB,k. (28)
Then, the direct channel between BS-user hB,k can be esti-
mated from the received pilot signal yB,k.
Next, we consider the cascaded channel estimation. We
assume that each IRS element is turned on one by one
while all the other elements are turned off. This is done
by the BS requesting the IRS via a micro-controller device
in the backhaul link so that a single IRS element is turned
on at a time. Then, the reflecting beamformer vector at the
nth frame becomes ψ(n) = [0, . . . , 0, ψn, 0, . . . , 0]T, where
an = {0 : n˜ = 1, . . . NIRS, n˜ 6= n} and the received signal is
given by
y
(n)
C,k = (h
H
B,k + v
(n)
k
H
)SIRS + nk, (29)
where v(n)k ∈ CNBS is the nth column of Vk, i.e., v(n)k =
Vkψ
(n), where ψn = 1. Using the estimate of hB,k from
(28), (29) can be solved for v(n)k , n = 1, . . . , NIRS, and the
cascaded channel Vk can be estimated. Then, the received
data for n = 1 . . . , NIRS can be given by YC,k ∈ CNIRS×MBS
as YC,k =

y
(n)
C,k
...
y
(NIRS)
C,k
. In order to train ChannelNet for
IRS-assisted massive MIMO scenario, we select the input-
output data pair as {yB,k,hB,k} and {YC,k,Vk} for direct
and cascaded channels respectively. To jointly learn both
channels, a single input is constructed to train a single NN
as Υk =
[
yB,k
YC,k
]
∈ C(NIRS+1)×MBS . Following the same
strategy in the previous scenario, the three “channel” of the
input data can be constructed as [Xk]1 = Re{Υk} and
[Xk]2 = Im{Υk}, [Xk]3 = ∠{Υk}, respectively. We can
define the output data as Σk = [hB,k,Vk] ∈ CNBS×(NIRS+1),
hence, the output label can be given by a 2NBS(NIRS +1)×1
real-valued vector as
Yk =
[
vec{Re{Σk}}T, vec{Im{Σk}}T
]T
. (30)
Consequently, we have the sizes of Xk and Yk are (NIRS +
1)×MBS × 3 and 2NBS(NIRS + 1)× 1 respectively.
E. Neural Network Architecture
We design a single NN, i.e., ChannelNet trained on two
different datasets for both conventional and IRS-assisted mas-
sive MIMO applications. The proposed network architecture
is a CNN with 10 layers. The first layer is the input layer,
which accepts the input data of size NMS × NBS × 3 and
(NIRS + 1) × MBS × 3 for conventional and IRS-assisted
massive MIMO scenario respectively. The {2, 4, 6}th layers
are the convolutional layers with NSF = 128 filters, each
of which employs a 3 × 3 kernel for 2-D spatial feature
extraction. The {3, 5, 7}th layers are the normalization layers.
The eighth layer is a fully connected layer with NFCL = 1024
units, whose main purpose is to provide feature mapping. The
ninth layer is a dropout layer with κ = 1/2 probability. The
dropout layer applies an NFCL×1 mask on the weights of the
fully connected layer, whose elements are uniform randomly
selected from {0, 1}. As a result, at each iteration of FL
training, randomly selected different set of weights in the
fully connected layer is updated. Thus, the use of dropout
layer reduces the size of θt and gk(θt), thereby, reducing
model transmission overhead. Finally, the last layer is output
regression layer, yielding the output channel estimate of size
2NMSNBS× 1 and 2NBS(NIRS + 1)× 1 for conventional and
IRS-assisted massive MIMO applications respectively.
We discuss the transmission overhead and the computational
complexity in the next subsections.
IV. TRANSMISSION OVERHEAD AND COMPLEXITY
ANALYSIS
A. Transmission Overhead
Transmission overhead can be defined as the size of the
transmitted data during model training. Let TFL and TCL
denote the transmission overhead of FL and CL respectively.
Then, we can define TCL for both conventional and IRS-
assisted scenario as
TCL=
{
(3NMSNBS + 2NMSNBS)D, mMIMO
(3(NIRS + 1)MBS + 2NBS(NIRS + 1))D, IRS
,
(31)
which includes the number of symbols in the uplink trans-
mission of the training dataset from the users to the BS.
In contrast, the transmission overhead of FL includes the
transmission of gk(θt) and θt in uplink and downlink com-
munication for t = 1, . . . , T , respectively. Hence, TFL is given
by
TFL =
{
2PTK, mMIMO
2PTK, IRS
. (32)
We can see that the dominant terms in (31) and (32) are
D and P , which are the number of training data pairs and
the number of NN parameters respectively. While D can be
adjusted according to the amount of available data at the users,
P is usually unchanged during model training. Here, P is
computed as
P = NCL(CNSFWxWy)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ConvolutionalLayers
+ κNSFWxWyNFCL︸ ︷︷ ︸
FullyConnectedLayers
, (33)
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Fig. 4. Validation RMSE (a) and channel estimation NMSE (b) with respect to K in massive MIMO scenario.
where NCL = 3 is the number of convolutional layers and
C = 3 is the number of spatial “channels”. Wx = Wy = 3
are the 2-D kernel sizes. As a result, we have P = 600, 192.
TABLE I
CONVOLUTIONAL LAYERS SETTINGS
l D
(l)
x D
(l)
y W
(l)
x W
(l)
y N
(l−1)
SF N
(l)
SF
2 NMS NBS 3 3 3 128
4 NMS NBS 3 3 128 128
6 NMS NBS 3 3 128 128
B. Computational Complexity
We further examine the computational complexity of the
proposed CNN architecture. The time complexity of the con-
volutional layers can be written as [45]
CCL = O
(NCL∑
l=1
D(l)x D
(l)
y W
(l)
x W
(l)
y N
(l−1)
SF N
(l)
SF
)
, (34)
where D(l)x , D
(l)
y are the column and row sizes of each output
feature map, W (l)x ,W
(l)
y are the 2-D filter size of the l-th layer.
N
(l−1)
SF and N
(l)
SF denote the number of input and output feature
maps of the l-th layer respectively. Table I lists the parameters
of each convolutional layer for an NMS×NBS×3 input. Thus,
the complexity of three convolutional layers with 128@3× 3
spatial filters approximately becomes
CCL ≈ O
(
3 · 9 · 1282NMSNBS
)
. (35)
The time complexity of the fully connected layer similarly is
CFCL = O
(
DxDyκNFCL
)
, (36)
where NFCL = 1024 is the number of units with κ = 1/2
dropout. Dx = 128NMSNBS and Dy = 1 are the 2-D input
size of the fully connected layer respectively. Then, the time
complexity of the fully connected layer approximately is
CFCL ≈ O
(
4 · 1282NMSNBS
)
. (37)
Hence the total time complexity of ChannelNet is C = CCL +
CFCL, which approximately is
C ≈ O(3 · 9 · 1282NMSNBS + 4 · 1282NMSNBS)), (38)
which is further simplified as ≈ O(31 · 1282NMSNBS).
The complexity order of LS and MMSE estimation are
O(N2MSN2BS) and O(N3MSN3BS), respectively. In comparison,
ChannelNet has higher complexity than LS. As the number of
antennas, i.e., NMSNBS increases, the complexity of MMSE
becomes closer to that of ChannelNet, it becomes larger
after approximately NMSNBS ≥ 720. While the complexity
of ChannelNet seems comparable with the conventional
techniques, it is able to run in a more efficient parallel
manner by using GPUs, whereas the other algorithms cannot
be implemented in such a way easily [21, 45, 46].
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The goal of the simulations is to compare the perfor-
mance of the proposed FL-based channel estimation approach
to the channel estimation performance of the state-of-the-
art ML-based channel estimation techniques SF-CNN [21]
and MLP [22], and the MMSE and LS estimation give
reference in terms of normalized MSE (NMSE), defined
by NMSE = 1JTKM
∑JT
i=1
∑K
k=1
∑M
m=1
‖Hk[m]−Hˆ(i)k [m]‖2F
‖Hk[m]‖2F
,
where JT = 100 number of Monte Carlo trials. We also
present the validation RMSE of the training process, de-
fined by RMSE =
(
1
|Dval|
∑|Dval|
i=1 ‖f(X˜ (i)|θ)− Y˜(i)‖2F
)1/2
,
where X˜ (i) and Y˜(i) respectively denote the input-output pairs
in the validation dataset Dval, which includes 20% of the
whole dataset D, hence, we have |Dval| = 0.2|D|.
The local dataset of each user includes N = 100 different
channel realizations for K = 8 users. The number of antennas
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Fig. 5. Validation RMSE (a) and channel estimation NMSE (b) with respect to SNRθ in massive MIMO scenario, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Validation RMSE (a) and channel estimation NMSE (b) with respect to ζ ∈ [0, 0.5] in massive MIMO scenario.
in the massive MIMO scenario at the BS and users are NBS =
128 and NMS = 32, respectively, and we select M = 16 and
L = 5. For the IRS-assisted scenario, NBS = NIRS = 64.
Hence, we have the same number of input elements for both
scenario, i.e, 128 · 32 = 64 · 64. In both scenarios, location
of each user is selected as φk,l ∈ Φk and φ¯k,l ∈ Ψ¯k, where
Φk and Ψ¯k are the equally-divided subregions of the angular
domain Θ, i.e., Θ =
⋃
k∈K Φk =
⋃
k∈K Ψ¯k, respectively. The
pilot data are generated as S = IMBS and SIRS = IMBS
for MBS = NBS and MMS = NMS. We selected F[m] and
W[m] as the first MBS columns of an NBS×NBS DFT matrix
and the first MMS columns of an NMS × NMS DFT matrix,
respectively [21]. During training, we have added AWGN on
the input data for three SNR levels, i.e., SNR= {20, 25, 30}
dB, for GmMIMO = 20 and GIRS = 20M realizations in
order to provide robust performance against noisy input [23,
24] in both scenarios. As a result, both training datasets
have the same number of input-output pairs as DmMIMO =
3MKNGmMIMO = 3 · 16 · 8 · 100 · 20 = 768, 000 and
DIRS = 3KNGIRS = 3 ·8 ·100 ·320 = 768, 000, respectively.
The proposed ChannelNet model is realized and trained in
MATLAB on a PC with a 2304-core GPU. For CL, we use
the SGD algorithm with momentum of 0.9 and the mini-
batch size MB = 128, and update the network parameters
with learning rate 0.001. For FL, we train ChannelNet for
T = 100 iterations/rounds. Once the training is completed, the
labels of the validation data (i.e., 20% of the whole dataset)
are used in prediction stage. During the prediction stage, each
user estimates its own channel by feeding ChannelNet with
Gk[m] (Υk) and obtains Hˆk[m] (hˆB,k and Vˆk) at the output
for massive MIMO (IRS) scenario, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Validation RMSE (a) and channel estimation NMSE (b) for different quantization levels in massive MIMO scenario, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Channel estimation NMSE for different algorithms in massive MIMO
scenario.
A. Channel Estimation in Massive MIMO
In Fig. 4, we present the training performance (Fig. 4a) and
the channel estimation NMSE (Fig. 4b) of the proposed FL
approach for channel estimation for different number of users.
In this scenario, we fix the total dataset size D by selecting
G = 20 · 8K . As K increases, the training performance is
observed to improve and gets closer to the performance of CL
since the model updates superposed at the BS become more
robust against the noise. As K decreases, the corruptions in the
model aggregation increase due to the diversity in the training
dataset.
Fig. 5 shows the training and channel estimation perfor-
mance for different noise levels added to the transmitted
gradient and model data when K = 8. Here, we add AWGN
onto both gk(θt) and θt with respect to SNRθ. We observe
in Fig. 5a that the training diverges for low SNRθ (e.g.,
SNRθ ≤ 5 dB) due to the corruptions in the model param-
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Fig. 9. Transmission overhead for FL- and CL-based model training.
eters. The corresponding channel estimation performance is
presented in Fig. 5b when the ChannelNet converges and at
least SNRθ ≤ 15 dB is required to obtain reasonable channel
estimation performance, e.g., NMSE ≤ 0.001.
Fig. 6b shows the training and channel estimation per-
formance in case of an impulsive noise causing the loss of
gradient and model data. In this experiment, we multiply
gk(θt) and θt with u ∈ RP as gk(θt)u and θtu, where
the b100ζc elements of u are 0 and the remaining terms are
1. This allows us to simulate the case when a portion of the
gradient/model data are completely lost during transmission.
We observe that the loss of model data significantly affects
both training and channel estimation accuracy. Therefore,
reliable channel estimation demands at most 5% parameter
loss during transmission.
Fig. 7 shows the training and channel estimation perfor-
mance when the transmitted data (i.e., gk(θt) and θt) are
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Fig. 10. Validation RMSE (a) and channel estimation NMSE (b) with respect to SNRθ in IRS-assisted massive MIMO scenario, respectively.
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Fig. 11. Validation RMSE (a) and channel estimation NMSE (b) for different quantization levels in IRS-assisted massive MIMO, respectively.
quantized with B bits. As expected, the performance improves
as B increases and at least B = 5 bits are required to obtain
a reasonable channel estimation performance. Compared to
the results in Fig. 5, quantization has more influence on the
accuracy than SNRθ.
In Fig. 8, we present the channel estimation NMSE for
different algorithms when K = 8. We train ChannelNet with
both CL and FL frameworks and observe that CL follows the
MMSE performance closely. CL provides better performance
than that of FL since it has access the whole dataset at once.
Nevertheless, FL has satisfactory channel estimation perfor-
mance despite decentralized training. Specifically, FL and CL
have similar NMSE for SNR≤ 25 dB and the performance of
FL maxes out in high SNR regime. This is because the learning
model loses precision due to FL training and cannot perform
better. This is a common problem in ML-based techniques [21,
23]. In order to improve the performance, over-training can be
employed so that more precision can be obtained. However,
this introduces overfitting, i.e., the model memorizes the data,
hence, it cannot perform well for different inputs. In Fig. 8,
the comparison between the training with perfect (true channel
data) and imperfect (estimated channel via ADCE) labels is
also presented. The use of imperfect labels causes a slight
performance degradation, while still providing less NMSE
than SF-CNN and MLP. The other algorithms also exhibit
similar behavior but perform worse than ChannelNet. This is
because SF-CNN and MLP have convolutional-only and fully-
connected-only layers, respectively. In contrast, ChannelNet
includes both structures, hence, exhibiting better feature ex-
traction and data mapping performance.
According to the analysis in Sec. IV-A, the transmission
overhead of FL and CL are 2PTK = 2 · 600, 192 · 100 · 8 ≈
960 × 106 and (3NMSNBS + 2NMSNBS)D = (5 · 128 ·
32)768, 000 ≈ 16 × 109, respectively. This clearly shows the
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effectiveness of FL over CL. We also present the number
of transmitted symbols during training with respect to data
transmission blocks in Fig. 9, where we assume that 1000
data symbols are transmitted at each transmission block. We
can see that, it takes about 1×106 data blocks to complete the
gradient/model transmission in FL (see, e.g., Fig. 1b) whereas
CL-based training demands approximately 16 × 106 data
blocks to complete the task for training dataset transmission
(see, e.g., Fig. 1a). Therefore, the transmission overhead of FL
is approximately 16 times lower than that of CL.
B. Channel Estimation in IRS-assisted Massive MIMO
In Fig. 10, we present the validation RMSE and the channel
estimation NMSE. We compute the NMSE of both direct
channel and the cascaded channel together and present the
results in a single plot. Similar results are obtained for model
training, which diverges when SNRθ ≤ 5 dB and channel
estimation NMSE becomes relatively small if SNRθ ≥ 15
dB.
Fig. 11 shows the validation RMSE and channel estimation
NMSE for different quantization levels. The small number of
bits causes the loss of precision in channel estimation NMSE.
Similar to the massive MIMO scenario, at least B ≥ 5 bits are
required to obtain satisfactory channel estimate performance
at large SNRs, i.e., SNR ≥ 20dB.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a FL framework for channel
estimation in conventional and IRS-assisted massive MIMO
systems. We evaluate the performance of the proposed ap-
proach via several numerical simulations for different number
of users and when the gradient/model parameters are quantized
and corrupted by noise. We show that at least 5 bit quantization
and 15 dB SNR on the model parameters are required for
reliable channel estimation performance, i.e, NMSE ≤ 0.001.
We further analyze the scenario when a portion of the
gradient/model parameters are completely lost and observe
that FL exhibits satisfactory performance under at most 5%
information loss. We also examine the channel estimation
performance of the proposed CNN architecture with both
perfect and imperfect labels. A slight performance degradation
is observed in case of imperfect labels as compared to the
perfect CSI case. Nevertheless, the performance of imperfect
label scenario strongly depends on the accuracy of the channel
estimation algorithm employed during training dataset collec-
tion. Furthermore, the proposed CNN architecture provides
lower NMSE than the state-of-the-art NN architectures. Apart
from the channel estimation performance, FL-based approach
enjoys approximately 16 times lower transmission overhead
as compared to the CL-based training. As a future work, we
reserve to study the of user scheduling and resource allocation
problems regarding the efficient FL-based channel estimation
techniques.
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